
	

	

	
	

Students will review a recent news story and discuss the wisdom (or lack thereof) 
in the decisions that followed as they discover what it means to be wise in God’s 
eyes. 

Materials: 
• Internet access 

As teens enter, ask them to name their best subject in school. Where do they feel the smartest and 
most capable? Once everyone is settled ask: 

➢ Do you feel pressure to be “smart”? From whom? Why do you think that is? (Accept 
all reasonable answers.) 

➢ What if I were to ask the same question, but replace “smart” with “wise”? Would 
your answer be the same? Why or why not? (Answers will vary.) 

➢ What does it mean to be wise? (Accept all reasonable answers.) 

Our culture certainly values being smart, but wisdom is something we look for too. A 
young man from Norway asked the older generation one question, “If you could say one 
thing to young people out there, what would it be?” See what kind of wisdom he received. 

Share the following video [may want to skip 1:45-1:50]: 
Title: Elders of The World Sharing Their Best Wisdom 
Source: YouTube.com 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KywAyz5plmk 
Short Description: Seniors from around the world are asked to share their wisdom with 

younger people. 

➢ What kind of wisdom did these older folks have to share? (Answers might include: 
Follow your dreams, do what you want, be honest, be true to yourself, care for others, slow 
down, etc.) 
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➢ How does the wisdom shared here compare with God’s wisdom? (Answers will vary; 
some of the wisdom aligns with God’s wisdom, some does not. Example: “Look for peace, in 
yourself and in the world. Nothing else matters.” True peace comes from God.) 

There are lots of places we can turn to for wisdom, but true wisdom comes only from 
God. In today’s study, we’ll see what true wisdom really is and how we can be wise in God’s 
eyes. 

(Continue on to Steps 2 and 3 in your teacher’s guide; your Step 4 appears below.) 



	

	
	

Materials: 
• Internet access 
• Whiteboard and marker 
• Paper 
• Pens/pencils 

As your students are working on their Step 3 activities, recreate on the whiteboard the Blueprint 
list of the eight reasons Solomon wrote the Book of Proverbs.  

If your class is meeting online, copy and paste the following list into a document. Then, you 
can share your screen. You can also invite teens to collect a piece of paper and a writing utensil 
before your meeting. 

1. For attaining wisdom and discipline. 
2. To understand insightful ideas. 
3. To obtain a disciplined life. 
4. For doing what is right, just, and fair. 
5. For making simple-minded people wise. 
6. For giving knowledge to young people. 
7. To add to the learning of the wise. 
8. To give guidance to the discerning person. 

➢ Which of these reasons for wisdom do you connect with the most deeply? Why? 
(Accept all reasonable answers.) 

In a minute, we’re going to look at an action you can take to help you pursue wisdom 
more deeply. First, let’s look at an example of one teen’s action step as she pursues wisdom.  

Share the following video [start at 0:06; pause at 2:05]: 
Title: Local teen writes book about quitting social media 
Source: YouTube.com 
URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1i3bhNR22I 
Short Description: Teenager decides social media is not healthy for her 

➢ Do you think this teen’s decision to quit social media was wise? Why or why not? 
(Accept all reasonable answers.) 
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➢ Does this mean every teen who’s serious about pursuing God’s wisdom should quit 
social media? Why or why not? (No, this teen discovered that social was not healthy for 
her, so she cut it out of her life. Not everyone will have that same reaction.) 

Pass out a piece of paper and pens/pencils and ask each student to write down their reason for 
pursuing wisdom. Ask your students to consider ways that they can pursue that particular reason 
for wisdom. Encourage them to think of a real-life example of a way they can put their pursuit of 
wisdom into action this week and write that down as well. For example, a student that wants to 
work on being more right, just, and fair might commit to examining the way they deal with their 
siblings. Are they trying to be fair and just? Or if they are feeling the need for guidance as to their 
future, they could set up a meeting with a guidance counselor or trusted adult to talk about it. 
Once they’ve had time to write down their idea, ask them to share it with a partner.  

➢ How can you be sure the wisdom you are gaining is pleasing to God? (Make sure it 
lines up with His Word.) 

Ask teens to get back with their partner and pray for the action step each one of them will 
take this week. End by praying together in the large group for God’s wisdom to become more real 
in each of your lives. 

(We are not affiliated with and do not endorse any website or any other media listed on these 
pages. At the time of writing, we carefully review the referenced material and non-referenced web 
page content. However, due to the nature of the Internet, non-cited content on the website 
[including pop-ups, links, and ads] changes frequently and is beyond our control. Please review 
carefully before showing links in the classroom.)


